
LPWA testbed Environment in 
Yokosuka city

We will provide a wireless sensor network 
demonstration environment for IoT service.

Oct. 2021
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Background of the LPWA

Prediction of the number of terminals connected to the network
In particular, the number of IoT devices connected to the network increases sharply

Importance of wireless sensor network in IoT
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Environment Prevent Disaster

Energy Medical Welfare

Transportation
Parking
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Wireless sensor network in IoT system

Smart City

Temperature sensor
Humidity sensor

PM2.5 sensor
Wind force sensor

Soil moisture sensor
Salinity concentration sensor

Accelerometer
pressure sensor

Level sensor
Rain sensor

Seismic intensity sensor
Tilt sensor
Wire sensor

Vital Sensor
Radioactivity sensor
Ph sensor

Ammonia sensor

Human Sensor

Different requirements for wireless method 
depending on application service field and sensor type

Periodically poll 
several times a day

Analysis data is required 
such as integral value

Distance priority 
over data rate

Data rate priority 
over distance

Mobility priority

Area cover with 
mesh network

・・・・・・・

・
・
・

Realtime interrupt 
processing

Ultra low latency 
real time processing

Security priority

Cost priority

Battery life priority

Industry

Watching

http://www.soumu.go.jp/main_sosiki/joho_tsusin/policyreports/joho_tsusin/index.htmlSource:

Prediction of the number of terminals connected to the network

Number of LPWA terminal connections

Million

Num
ber of IoT devices

(Hundred m
illions)

Number of IoT devices connected to the Internet

Number of terminals connected to the Internet
(billions)

Growth of IoT terminal remarkable



“Hybrid LPWA Testbed”
YRP promotes LPWA testbed in Yokosuka City in cooperation 
with Smart IoT Acceleration Committee  Testbed Subcommittee

https://testbed.nict.go.jp/bunkakai/LPWA‐tb.html https://www.yrp.co.jp/

Construct multi-method※ communication demonstration environment 
in the same environment

Communication experiments with multiple methods are possible under 
exactly the same conditions, such as urban areas and relief areas

※ 6 method such as Sigfox, LoRa, Wi-SUN, ELTRES, LoRaWAN, ZETA（Oct., 2021）

Cloud services

Yokosuka
Drone field

Edge Computing
Hybrid Cloud Environment

Gathering sensor data
IoT application verification

Communication distance, 
communication speed verification

Communication protocol verification

Hybrid LPWA
Base Station



Hybrid LPWA Testbed Environment

"Hybrid LPWA base station" installed at YRP center roof, 
Yokosuka City Hall roof, and Mt. Ogusu

Hybrid base station
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We provide the following environment to users of hybrid LPWA test bed.
Other necessary environments, devices, etc. are welcomed by users.

Category Contents

Cloud Environment Provide cloud utilization ID environment for LPWA test bed

Base Station Environment
Installation location and installation method will be expanded according to future request

End Point
Station
Environment

Standard
Sensor Type

Data acquisition using standard sensors such as temperature / humidity / atmospheric 
pressure is possible

External
Sensor Type

You can bring in the sensor you want to connect
(Certain development is necessary)

Measurement environment 
Tool environment

A measurement environment such as a simple RF monitor to a protocol monitor can be used

+



LPWA Testbed Utilization

Experiments assuming various IoT application fields are possible

Drone cooperation Examination of packages for disasters

Promoting various LPWA communication comparison experiments assuming various IoT application fields

with drone

Various LPWA communication comparison experiments 
with drone attached LPWA transmitter

Various LPWA communication comparison experiments 
by assuming the effects of density, traffic volume, etc.

Various LPWA communication comparison 
experiments for noise tolerance, high-speed 

movement simulation, etc.

Various LPWA communication comparison experiments 
assuming measures for maritime victims, 

communication equipment on buoys

Various LPWA communication comparison experiments 
assuming mountain victim measures, bird and beast 

damage measures, forestry support, etc.

communication experiments assuming 
interference and communication failure 

due to multiple terminals

in mountain areaat sea

in urban area

Multi-terminal

on the desk

Experiment assuming a package that combines NerveNet / LoRa that has a regional distributed network 
function that automatically interconnects base stations, and a drone.

Rooftop of YRP No.1 build.Mobile base station

Attached to the drone

https://www.city.yokosuka.kanagawa.jp/4421/drone.htmlYokosuka city Drone Field



Small drone communication experiment assuming under a 
mountain accident, a sea accident and a disaster.

Still image transmission experiment by Wi-SUN FAN 1 hop

Wi-SUN terminal with Web-Camera

Still image transmitted by Wi-SUN Still image transmitted by Wi-SUN

LPWA Testbed Utilization

Basic drone features

2.Move 3.Rescue request

notification notification

notification

4.Return to original position
1.Give a move instruction
and the drone will start 
moving automatically

1.Give a move instruction
and the drone will start 
moving automatically

2.Move

4.Return to 
original position

3.Rescue request notification

Cloud

Municipal

Security companies, etc.

notification

base 
station

Cloud Security companies, etc.

Municipal



LPWA Testbed Utilization

Denseness sensing in COVID-19 environment

Detection of patient behavior by non-contact sensing 
that is effective against COVID-19

An example of monitoring the degree of “denseness” and the need for 
ventilation using a simple CO2 sensor

実験環境
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Tokyo
Yokosuka

YRP

YRP R&D Promotion Committee Secretariat
3-4 Hikarinooka Yokosuka-city
Kanagawa-pref.
239-0847 Japan

TEL︓+81-46-847-5002
FAX︓+81-46-847-5010
E-mail︓lpwa-tb@yrp.co.jp
https://www.yrp.co.jp/en/LPWA/
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